Mohib Expounds 3-Pronged Peace Strategy

National Security Advisor (NSA) Hamidullah Mohib says Kabul is pursuing a three-pronged approach to bringing lasting peace to Afghanistan.

JALALABAD - Waliullah Jirga, members from eastern Nangarhar province say issues concerning the provincial military and civil organizational structures and budget would be investigated in the lower house and steps for their resolution taken.

According to Nangarhar officials, funds and organizational structure are being utilized in Nangarhar based on a 17-year-old ratio. The ratio suggests that the population of the province was 1.5 million, but now the population has surged to five million.

Some Waliullah Jirga lawmakers who held joint meetings with Nangarhar officials in Jalalabad said: “We don’t support them into ballot boxes recently. Where are the election bodies?...”

A prevalent concern among the lawmakers was the alleged elections rigging. Nargos Faez, a table tennis player, said: “I was just eight years old when I was picked for the Afghan national team (for the first time). We were very excited, and we couldn’t believe that we were chosen...”

According to Hashimi, girls from Jawzjan that 15 and 7 players in the national teams comprising of 50 players, the incident, in which two others were wounded, happened in the Bandkhil village of Nijrab district late on Tuesday.

He said four women and two children were killed and two men others wounded in the roadside bombing. The police spokesman Sharif Shorash told Pajhwok Afghan News the incident, in which two others were wounded, happened in the Bandkhil village of Nijrab district late on Tuesday.
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He said four women and two children were killed and two men others wounded in the roadside bombing. He said many issues originated from wrong population statistics and they would raise the issue on the parliament floor with ministers and other authorities concerned to get these problems resolved...

Book Sales, Reading on the Rise in Ghor

IRUZURO - Bookstores in western Ghor province say they are pleased with the increase in sales and growing habit of reading physical books among young people.

Noor Ahmad, one of the bookstores, in IRUZURO, the provincial capital, said: “In the past, we would sell three to four books per week, but now seven to 10 books are sold on a daily basis. He said most of his clients were young people who preferred buying books about politics and stories. He said youths’ interest in reading books was on the increase with each passing day and sometimes youths from poor families rented books for reading at home. Sardar Ahmad, another bookstore, confirmed in rise in sales, saying the buyers were youths. Happy with his business compared to the previous year, he said: “In the past, we would sell 20 books per month but now 80 books are sold per month because of the growing reading culture among Ghoris youth.”

A number of other bookstore owners expressed similar views and were happy about their sales.

Mps Vow to Raise Nangarhar Problems in Parliament

Women Among 6 of a Family Killed in Kapisa Blast

The authorities concerned, who have investigated non-biometric votes cast in Saturday’s elections, have promised to investigate the videos. Videos of people marking ballot papers in support of a particular runner and putting them into ballot boxes recently were vital on social media. The Independent Election Commission (IEC) has already said non-biometric votes are invalid.

Sarfraz Ahmad Amin, a former Nangarhar provincial council member who, according to Hashemi, from Jawzjan won the recent youth table-tennis tournament organized in capital Kabul.

He, however, said girls players lacked equipment and resources to promote their game. He added girls struggled with lack of rules, kit and paddles.

Nargos Faez, a table tennis player, said: “I developed interest in this game when I was just eight years old and I want to become champion one day. “Our main problem is the lack of standard table tennis equipment. We use very primary equipment. We are concerned about future games because in main competition standard and updated equipment are used...”
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